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THE DEFINITIVE LIST OF LAW FIRM
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
By Sarah Garvey
Summary: Make sure you are prepared to answer any question a law firm might throw at
you by reading through this comprehensive list of questions and answers.

When you are interviewing with a law firm, you always need to be prepared to answer any
question they throw at you. Here are some of the most common law firm interview questions.
Many of these questions overlap in certain aspects, but the key to acing your law firm
interview is to be ready to answer each of these questions in a clear, concise, and specific
manner.
We recommend thinking through these questions very carefully. We also note that some
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people benefit from physically writing out the answers and even practicing speaking them out
loud. The goal is not to memorize answers, but rather to become so conversant with the
questions you might be asked and the answers you will give that nothing rattles you during
the interview and the answers roll effortlessly off your tongue.
The questions are organized according to the following categories (click to go directly to that
specific section):
Self-Descriptive Questions
(https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900047778/The-Definitive-List-of-LawFirm-Interview-Questions-and-Answers/#01)
Strengths, Weaknesses, and Professional Attributes
(https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900047778/The-Definitive-List-of-LawFirm-Interview-Questions-and-Answers/#02)
Career Path and Goals (https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900047778/TheDefinitive-List-of-Law-Firm-Interview-Questions-and-Answers/#03)
Job Qualifications and Suitability for the Position
(https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900047778/The-Definitive-List-of-LawFirm-Interview-Questions-and-Answers/#04)
Personality, Values, and Views on Law
(https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900047778/The-Definitive-List-of-LawFirm-Interview-Questions-and-Answers/#05)
Specific Accomplishments
(https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900047778/The-Definitive-List-of-LawFirm-Interview-Questions-and-Answers/#06)
Law School Experience
(https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900047778/The-Definitive-List-of-LawFirm-Interview-Questions-and-Answers/#07)
Outside Interests and Hobbies
(https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900047778/The-Definitive-List-of-LawFirm-Interview-Questions-and-Answers/#08)
Self-Descriptive Questions: These are open-ended questions that ask you to give a
description or characterization of yourself. The interviewer is interested in the substance of
what you say (what kind of person you are), but the interviewer also is interested in how and
why you give the answer you give. Successful answers will be short, simple, and articulate.
They also will demonstrate a sophistication and appropriateness of judgment as to why you
chose a particular characteristic, trait, or experience to discuss over all others.
Tell me about yourself.
See How to Answer the “Tell Me about Yourself” Interview Question
(https://www.hb.org/how-to-answer-the-tell-me-about-yourself-interviewquestion/) for more information.
How would your friends/co-workers describe you?
See 5 Interview Questions You Should Always Expect
(https://www.lawcrossing.com/article/900046537/5-Interview-QuestionsYou-Should-Always-Expect/) for more information.
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How would you describe yourself as a person?
See Why You Should Practice Everything Out Loud Before an Interview as an
Attorney (https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900046039/Why-You-ShouldPractice-Everything-Out-Loud-Before-an-Interview-as-an-Attorney/) for more
information.
What is important to you in life?
See Use Personal Stories to Connect with an Employer and Get a Job
(https://www.hb.org/use-stories-to-get-a-job-and-connect-with-anemployer/) for more information.
Who is your hero/heroine?
Why did you choose your undergraduate major?
How have you changed in the last five years?
What experiences most influenced your career choice?
See Open-Ended Interview Questions
(https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900020686/Open-Ended-InterviewQuestions/) for more information.
What constitutes success in your mind?
See Seven Areas Where We Get Our Sense of Self as an Attorney
(https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900045974/Seven-Areas-Where-WeGet-Our-Sense-of-Self-as-an-Attorney/) for more information.
Do you see yourself as a litigator or transactional lawyer? Why?
What do I need to know about you that’s not on your resume?
Questions about Your Strengths, Weaknesses, and Professional Attributes: These
questions are designed to illuminate your strengths and weaknesses, which are obviously
relevant to an employer. When it comes to strengths, you should be honest and confident but
not boastful or arrogant. The law firm is looking to fill a position that requires certain skills
and you want the law firm to know without hesitation that you are more than capable of
performing those very skills. Why would a law firm hire a litigator who is not fully confident in
his or her writing ability, for example? When it comes to weaknesses, you should be forthright
– but be mindful that you can almost always “spin” a “weakness” into a “positive” by
demonstrating a willingness to acknowledge that weakness, to work hard to overcome it, and
to figure out a way to move past it or to use it to your advantage.
What are your weaknesses?
See Making Others Aware of Your Weaknesses Can Make You More Trusted
(https://www.hb.org/making-others-aware-of-your-weaknesses-can-makeyou-more-trusted/) for more information.
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What are your strengths?
See The Importance of Being Extraordinary (https://www.hb.org/theimportance-of-being-extraordinary/) for more information.
What’s the biggest mistake you’ve ever made?
See Legal Job Interviews & Handling Negative Questions
(https://www.lawcrossing.com/article/900010975/Legal-Job-InterviewsHandling-Negative-Questions/) for more information.
How do you get the best out of people?
How do you go about handling difficult people?
How would you go about building a trusting relationship with a client?
How do you work under pressure?
How strong are your writing skills?
What sort of management skills do you have?
See Why an Attorney Needs to Think Like an Advocate in a Law Firm Interview
(https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900045978/Why-an-Attorney-Needsto-Think-Like-an-Advocate-in-a-Law-Firm-Interview/) for more information.
Would make you a good trial advocate?
Questions about Your Career Path and Goals: These questions can reach as far back as
your initial desire to pursue law and include anything along your career path up until now –
high school, college, law school, past jobs, and past professions. The interviewer wants to see
a logical progression to your career arc, so he or she feels confident that you have the
mindset and experience necessary to do the job at hand and be part of the legal profession.
The interviewer also wants to see that you are a “goals minded” person with an overarching
career plan for the rest of your professional life. Lawyers with plans and goals are considered
assets to law firms, as opposed to people who appear to aimlessly drift through life and jobs
without the benefit of a structured and reasoned plan.
Why did you choose law?
Why did you go to law school? Have your goals changed since then?
How has your education and experience prepared you for the practice of law?
See Nailing the Interview
(https://www.lawcrossing.com/article/1615/Nailing-the-Interview/) for more
information.
Why did you choose to work at these specific organizations on your resume?
What did you particularly like/dislike about that work?
Why did you leave your prior jobs?
See How to Explain ”Job Hopping” (https://www.hb.org/how-to-explain-jobhopping/) for more information.
https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/printarticle.php?id=900047778
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What did you do between college and law school?
Why did you decide to switch from your previous field to law?
See Simplifying the Complications in Your Story
(https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900047407/Simplifying-theComplications-in-Your-Story/) for more information.
What goals have you set for yourself? How are you planning to achieve them?
See Visualize Where You Are Going: Think Big (https://www.hb.org/visualizewhere-you-are-going-think-big/) for more information.
What are your short/long term career goals?
How are you planning to achieve these goals?
Where do you see yourself in 5 (or 10) years?
In what ways do you see yourself needing further development in order for you to be fully
effective in your career?
Questions about Your Job Qualifications and Suitability for the Position: These
questions are designed to assess whether you are qualified for the particular position being
offered and whether you are suitable for the law firm offering it. Your answers should
demonstrate that you understand the nature of the job, can do the work, are interested in the
relevant area of law, and actually want to do the job as opposed to just taking the job
because it is available. Your answers should show the interviewer that you have researched
the firm and have a good basis for wanting to be at that firm – whether it is because the firm
has a great reputation in the field, attracts the best clients and most sophisticated work, is
located near your hometown where you are returning to settle, or for another rational reason.
You want your interviewer to understand that – due to your experience, background,
expertise, personal plans, and commitment – there is simply no better candidate for the
position and firm.
How would you describe your ideal job?
What kinds of things give you the most satisfaction in your work?
What do you know about our organization?
See Legal Job Interview: Homework You Should Do
(https://www.lawcrossing.com/article/900010948/Legal-Job-InterviewHomework-You-Should-Do/) for more information.
Why do you want to work at our office?
Why do you want to work in our office, as opposed to other offices that do similar work?
See Communicate Your Value: How to Get a Job and Keep It
(https://www.hb.org/communicate-your-value-get-a-job-and-keep-it/) for
more information.
What do you like most about this firm/practice group/organization?
https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/printarticle.php?id=900047778
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See What Is the Most Important Interview Question?
(https://www.lawcrossing.com/article/900046251/What-Is-the-MostImportant-Interview-Question/) for more information.
Which of our legal practice areas and/or areas of interest are you most interested in?
Why are you looking at this area of specialization?
How did you become interested in X practice area/subject matter?
See Nine Rules of Thumb for Attorney Interviews
(https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900045944/Nine-Rules-of-Thumb-forAttorney-Interviews/) for more information.
How much experience have you had in your field of interest?
See You Need to Be Seen as an Authority (https://www.hb.org/you-need-tobe-seen-as-an-authority/) for more information.
What fields interest you other than the one you are in?
Why our practice setting? Why our issues?
See How to Get Hired: The Art of Being Interviewed
(https://www.lawcrossing.com/article/900011048/How-to-Get-Hired-TheArt-of-Being-Interviewed/) for more information.
What is your geographical preference? What ties do you have to our area?
See What’s the Best Way to Convince a Firm That I Am Serious about My
Geographic Move? (https://www.lawcrossing.com/article/900018293/Whatsthe-best-way-to-convince-a-firm-that-I-am-serious-about-my-geographicmove/) for more information.
What qualifications do you have that will make you successful at this job?
See Interviewing Tips: The Five Musts of Interviewing
(https://www.hb.org/interviewing-tips-the-five-musts-of-interviewing/) for
more information.
What sets you apart from other candidates?
See Concentrate on Your Strengths (https://www.hb.org/concentrate-onyour-strengths/) for more information.
Why should we select you over all the other candidates?
See Do Not Ever Be Afraid to Broadcast Your Value (https://www.hb.org/donot-ever-be-afraid-to-broadcast-your-value/) for more information.
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What can you bring to this organization?
See You Need to Be Relevant to Your Employer (https://www.hb.org/youneed-to-be-relevant-to-your-employer/) for more information.
What would you look forward to most in this job?
See Tips to Help You Stand Out from the Crowd
(https://www.lawcrossing.com/article/900009248/Tips-to-Help-You-StandOut-From-the-Crowd/) for more information.
What
What
What
What

would the greatest drawback of this job be for you?
do you think will be the hardest part of this job for you?
kind of training or supervision are you looking for in a job?
criteria are you using to evaluate the employer for which you hope to work?
See How “Soft Skills” Can Save the Day in an Attorney Interview
(https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900045961/How-Soft-Skills-Can-Savethe-Day-in-an-Attorney-Interview/) for more information.

What is your ultimate career goal? How does this job fit into those goals?
See You Need to Sell, Sell, Sell (https://www.hb.org/you-need-to-sell-sellsell/) for more information.
Why did you come to us through an agency?
What are you expecting from this firm in the future?
See How to Excel at Second Round Interviews and Get More Job Offers
(https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900046395/How-to-Excel-at-SecondRound-Law-Firm-Interviews-and-Get-More-Job-Offers/) for more information.
What sort of salary are you expecting?
See Top 15 Phone Interview Questions and How to Answer Them
(https://www.lawcrossing.com/article/900047460/Top-15-Phone-InterviewQuestions-and-How-to-Answer-Them/) for more information.
If offered the position, how long do you plan to stay at this company?
See Be Committed to What You Do (https://www.hb.org/be-committed-towhat-you-do/) for more information.
What challenges are you looking for in this position?
How do you feel about long working hours?
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See Answering Questions about Expected Time Commitments during a Law
Firm Interview (https://www.lawcrossing.com/article/900007755/How-Do-IAnswer-When-They-Ask-Me-if-I-m-Willing-to-Work-Eighty-Hours-a-Week/)
for more information.
What other law firms have you applied to, and why?
See How to Talk about Other Interviews in Your Interviews
(https://www.hb.org/how-to-talk-about-other-interviews-in-yourinterviews/) for more information.
Why did you decide to switch from private sector to public interest work?
See Simple Ways to Convey Why You Are Changing Jobs as an Attorney
without Trashing Anyone
(https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900046047/Simple-Ways-to-ConveyWhy-You-Are-Changing-Jobs-as-an-Attorney-without-Trashing-Anyone/) for
more information.
How much experience have you had with public interest organizations?
See How to Put Yourself Back on Track as an Attorney by Taking a Public
Interest Job (https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900046019/How-to-PutYourself-Back-on-Track-as-an-Attorney-by-Taking-a-Public-Interest-Job/) for
more information.
Questions about Your Personality, Values, and Views on Law: These questions are
designed to assess your personality, values, and views on the law to ensure that you are a
good fit for a law firm environment and for the unique law firm environment where you are
interviewing. Some of the questions are designed to assess whether you are a team player
(important for a law firm). Others are designed to assess your politics, awareness of current
events, and the quality of your “lawyering” skills, such as analytical thinking, powers of
debate, advocacy, and commitment to a cause.
What qualities do you think a good lawyer should have?
See Top 20 Reasons Why There Is No Better Profession Than Practicing Law
(https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900046288/Top-20-Reasons-WhyThere-Is-No-Better-Profession-Than-Practicing-Law/) for more information.
What two or three things are most important to you in a job?
Are you a team player or do you prefer to work on your own?
See Preparing to Answer Key Interview Questions
(https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900044552/Preparing-to-Answer-KeyInterview-Questions/) for more information.
Do you like working by yourself?
https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/printarticle.php?id=900047778
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See Three Simple Ways to Tell If You Should Work (or Continue to Work) in a
Law Firm (https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900047467/Three-SimpleWays-to-Tell-If-You-Should-Work-or-Continue-to-Work-in-a-Law-Firm/) for
more information.
What type of people do you work with best or would have trouble working with?
How are you prepared to work with clients/colleagues who are different from you?
See The Importance of Fitting In (https://www.hb.org/the-importance-offitting-in/) for more information.
In what environment do you work best?
See Why You Should Dress Nicely as an Attorney Even When the Law Firm Is
Casual (https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900046057/Why-You-ShouldDress-Nicely-as-an-Attorney-Even-When-the-Law-Firm-is-Casual/) for more
information.
How do you get things done?
How to you deal with stress?
See Seven Reasons Why Practicing Law Might Be More Stressful than Spending
18 months in a POW Camp
(https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900044981/Seven-Reasons-WhyPracticing-Law-is-More-Stressful-than-Spending-18-Months-in-a-POW-Camp/)
for more information.
Describe how you would handle a disagreement between you and your supervisor about the
direction a case should take.
What do you feel are things that help a person become successful?
See Why the Best Actors and Attorneys Are Exactly Alike
(https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900045315/Why-the-Best-Actors-andAttorneys-Are-Exactly-Alike/) for more information.
How do you feel about accountability versus reconciliation?
How do you feel about representing alleged child abusers?
Is there any crime you would have trouble defending?
How do you feel when defense of the First Amendment conflicts with other rights?
If you weren’t in law school, what would you be doing?
Tell me about a recent Supreme Court case you disagreed with and why.
If you were a court, how would you rule on the following issue…?
How committed are you to service for the underrepresented?
What interest do you have in service to the public generally?
What was an interesting legal issue you dealt with in your job last summer?
If you had a completely free choice, which law would you like to change and why?
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See Find an Employer with Similar Values (https://www.hb.org/find-anemployer-with-similar-values/) for more information.
In your view, what are the major problems/opportunities facing the legal industry?
Why don't you want to be a counselor at law?
Questions about Your Specific Accomplishments: If you have made it this far, you have
accomplished a great deal! These questions are designed to showcase those
accomplishments. The key to answering these questions is to be specific (give concrete
details), be proud without being arrogant, and be honest. You want your interviewer to feel
that he or she has learned something new, real, and exceptional about you. You also want
your interviewer to understand that there is “meat on the bones” of your resume and that
you will accomplish great things for your new law firm just as you have done for your past
firms, schools, and in other areas of your life. You want your interviewer to be impressed with
you, to consider you a “winner,” and to appreciate the value you will bring to the team.
What is your biggest accomplishment?
See Why You Should Think about Specific Results Achieved in Past Jobs
(https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900045982/Why-You-Should-Thinkabout-Specific-Results-Achieved-in-Past-Jobs/) for more information.
What one thing have you done that you’re proudest of?
What is the most difficult/rewarding thing you’ve ever accomplished?
See Be Vulnerable and Authentic (https://www.hb.org/be-vulnerable-andauthentic/) for more information.
What type of responsibilities have you had in prior work experiences?
See Four Factors Attorneys Should Always Consider for Any Interview
(https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900046031/Four-Factors-AttorneysShould-Always-Consider-for-Any-Interview/) for more information.
Tell me about your legal writing sample/note.
Tell me about a legal memo you wrote this year.
Tell me about a complex legal issue you worked on.
Describe a situation where you had to convince someone of your viewpoint.
See Why You Should Wing It in an Attorney Interview No Matter How Good
You Are with People (https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900045981/WhyYou-Should-Never-Wing-It-in-an-Attorney-Interview-No-Matter-How-GoodYou-Are-with-People/) for more information.
Describe the project or situation that best demonstrated your analytical skills.
What has been the greatest challenge you have faced during your volunteer efforts? How did
you overcome such a challenge?
Describe a professional failure and how you handled it.
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What community service project do you believe allowed you to make the greatest impact and
how?
Questions about Your Law School Experience: Especially for recent law school
graduates, there will generally be a set of questions about law school and the law school
experience. Until you have practiced for several years, there is not much to evaluate you by
except law school. Moreover, law school is something all lawyers have in common and it is
thus a relatively easy place to focus on in an interview. Thinking through the following
questions will prepare you to tackle the majority of questions about the “law school
experience” in an insightful and productive manner. Remember, you are applying for a job as
a lawyer, so the more enthusiasm you manifest for law school and all it had to offer, the
better off you will be.
What do/did you like most about law school? What do/did you find most challenging?
What was your favorite class in law school? Why?
Who was your favorite professor in law school? Why?
Tell me about your hardest law school exam question.
What extracurricular activities have you participated in during law school?
What was the issue you argued in Moot Court? What was the argument on the other
side?
What clinical work have you done in law school?
Tell me about your participation on the journal, in your externship, your clinical
program, or your research project.
Tell me about your thesis/journal article.
Do you think your grades are a good indication of your academic achievement? Are they
an indication of your ability to do a good job at this organization?
See the following articles for more information:
Four Factors Firms Consider Along with Grades for Mid-Level Associate
Attorneys (https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900046015/Four-FactorsFirms-Consider-Along-with-Grades-for-Mid-Level-Associate-Attorneys/)
How Much Do Grades Really Matter for Attorneys?
(https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900045960/How-Much-Do-GradesReally-Matter-for-Attorneys/)
Why did you only get an “LP” in…?
See Even If You Can’t Change Your Grades as an Attorney, What You Have the
Power to Change in the Interview
(https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900045973/Even-If-You-Cant-ChangeYour-Grades-as-an-Attorney-What-You-Have-the-Power-to-Change-in-theInterview/) for more information.
Have you enjoyed law school?
Questions about Outside Interests and Hobbies: You should always be prepared to
answer questions about your outside interests and hobbies. Sometimes these questions come
up as icebreakers and sometimes they are used to assess whether a candidate is a wellrounded person with interests outside of work. But beware – while on one hand law firms
https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/printarticle.php?id=900047778
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want to hire people who have balance and texture in their lives, on the other (and often more
important) hand, law firms want to hire people who will do the work that is asked of them,
assimilate into the law firm culture, and for the most part leave their outside interests and
hobbies at the door. The way to handle these questions is to show that you are a nuanced
and interesting person, but also that you have your priorities straight so nothing will interfere
with your ability to be a team player and an extremely productive worker for the firm.
What are your outside interests?
See Why Attorneys Should Brainstorm about Things They Like to Do Outside of
Work (https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900046038/Why-AttorneysShould-Brainstorm-about-Things-They-Like-to-Do-Outside-of-Work/) for more
information.
What are your hobbies?
How do you spend your free time?
See Why There Are No Lifestyle Law Firms
(https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900046011/Why-There-Are-NoLifestyle-Law-Firms/) for more information.
What is the latest non-legal book you’ve read?
What is something interesting that’s not on your resume?
See The Biggest Attorney Interview Mistakes
(https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900045945/The-Biggest-AttorneyInterview-Mistakes/) for more information.
Tell me about your interest in rock climbing, course on Islamic law, etc.
Would your social life infringe on your work commitment?
See Why You Should Keep Inside Your Concerns about Life-Work Balance as an
Attorney (https://www.bcgsearch.com/article/900045980/Why-You-ShouldKeep-Inside-Your-Concerns-about-Life-Work-Balance-as-an-Attorney/) for
more information.
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